Yes, No, I Don’t Know

This is a quick, easy, brief activity that is interactive for students or consumers.

Select 5 to 10 Yes/No questions based on your participants ages. Read each question to your participants and ask them to identify YES if they agree with the statement or NO if they disagree with the statement.

How can they answer? You can create YES/NO cards, vote with your feet, raise hands, stand up/sit down.

**Grades K-2**

1. **YES** OR **NO** Agriculture is another word that is used when talking about farming and ranching.
2. **YES** OR **NO** Hamburger comes from a pig.
3. **YES** OR **NO** Cows produce milk that people can drink.
4. **YES** OR **NO** Brown eggs are more nutritious than white eggs.
5. **YES** OR **NO** A bushel is how a farmer measures his crops.
6. **YES** OR **NO** Chickens lay an egg twice a day.
7. **YES** OR **NO** Oranges are grown in Nebraska.
8. **YES** OR **NO** Chocolate milk comes from a brown cow.
9. **YES** OR **NO** Pork is the most widely consumed meat in the world.
10. **YES** OR **NO** Wheat is a seed.
11. **YES** OR **NO** A steak comes from a beef animal.
12. **YES** OR **NO** Pigs eat leftover, junk food.
13. **YES** OR **NO** Chickens are raised for eggs and meat.
14. **YES** OR **NO** Potatoes grow on trees.
15. **YES** OR **NO** Soybeans are nicknamed the “miracle bean” because of their many uses.

**Grades 3-5**

1. **YES** OR **NO** There are more cows than people in Nebraska.
2. **YES** OR **NO** 1 in 4 jobs in Nebraska is related to agriculture.
3. **YES** OR **NO** An acre of land is about the size of a football field.
4. **YES** OR **NO** Bread is mostly made of corn.
5. **YES** OR **NO** Cows are only milked once a day.
6. **YES** OR **NO** Corn can be dried and crushed to make oil.
7. **YES** OR **NO** Nebraska is the #1 producer of Popcorn.
8. **YES** OR **NO** Nebraska is a top producer of pulses. (Pulses: A group of crops that includes field peas, dry beans, chickpeas and lentils)
9. **YES** OR **NO** Alfalfa Hay is grown to feed people.
10. **YES** OR **NO** The average farmer or rancher can feed 168 people.
11. **YES** OR **NO** Soybeans can be used for fuel and to feed animals.
12. **YES** OR **NO** Honey is made by mixing sugar and water.
13. **YES** OR **NO** Farming is considered a risky business.
14. **YES** OR **NO** Soybeans, like other crops, are harvested in the spring.
15. **YES** OR **NO** The Ogallala Aquifer (an accessible water supply) is essential to the success of agriculture in Nebraska.
Teens & Adults

1. **YES** OR **NO** Farmers and Ranchers use precision agriculture to increase crop yields and reduce chemical use to benefit the environment.
2. **YES** OR **NO** A dairy cow produces 8 gallons of milk each day.
3. **YES** OR **NO** Agriculture is the #1 Industry in Nebraska.
4. **YES** OR **NO** 92% of the U.S. population is a farmer or rancher.
5. **YES** OR **NO** Brown eggs are more nutritious than white eggs.
6. **YES** OR **NO** Ethanol and Biodiesel are renewable fuels from corn and soybeans.
7. **YES** OR **NO** 97% of U.S. farms and ranches are family owned.
8. **YES** OR **NO** Farmers have decreased erosion by 50% since 1982.
9. **YES** OR **NO** U.S. Consumers spend 10% of their income on food each year. (Includes eating in and out)
10. **YES** OR **NO** Half of the earth’s land is suitable for growing crops.

*Adapted from Indiana Agriculture in the Classroom*